hartmut kliemt between different individuals"; § 5, 21). In doing so, "how this sum of satisfactions is distributed among individuals" at best does not matter "any more than it matters, except indirectly, how one man distributes his satisfactions over time. The correct distribution in either case is that which yields the maximum fulfillment" ( § 5, 23) .
Ideally, in arriving at his moral judgment, the utilitarian "impartial spectator" puts himself entirely in the place of every individual member of society. He balances the interests of different persons against one another in the same way as he would do with present and future manifestations of himself. The utilitarian transforms the interpersonal balancing of interests into an intrapersonal one. And as little sense as it makes to, by a right to self-defense, get a rational "decision maker" to protect himself against himself when he seeks to optimally satisfy "his" interests over the course of time, in the ideal utilitarian moral act of judgment individual rights likewise seem to make very little sense.
From the level of reaching utilitarian judgment, we may separate the level of the institutions which such judgments account for. In relation to this institutional level, Rawls does not deny that most utilitarians have de facto argued on behalf of social institutions which protect the rights of individuals (cf. for instance § 6, 26). He also concedes that utilitarians, by correctly applying utilitarian principles, might very well champion institutional state guarantees of basic rights, and would indeed arrive at them typically. However, Rawls does criticize the fact that utilitarianism merely supports respect for the individual in a derived form. At the level of reaching judgment, the theory does not start out from the "integrity of the person", but at best reasons why one should institutionally provide individuals with inviolable personal rights. By contrast Rawls is of an opinion that an adequate moral theory must fundamentally allow for the "distinction between persons" ( § 5, 24) in the sense of the autonomy of every person as such. In Rawls's view, respect for the person as well as the principles of just distribution of the good expressing this respect should not be derived as merely a means to an end. Rather, they must, as constitutive elements of the good, be a direct part of reaching a moral judgment.
Utilitarianism as a Teleological Doctrine
Modern, welfare-theoretically formulated ethical theories are based on the idea that the politically right would arise through a maximizing of a function f exclusively depending on the individual Welfare U i of all
